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Federal Court Unseals Documents in Motion to Hold Corrections Corporation 
of America in Contempt for Staffing Violations at Idaho Prison (CXW) 
   
Boise, Idaho – On August 16, U.S. District Court Judge David O. Carter, sitting by designation, 
unsealed a number of court documents related to a motion seeking contempt sanctions against 
Corrections Corporation of America (CCA), the nation’s largest for-profit prison company, for 
violation of a settlement agreement in a lawsuit that alleged high levels of violence at the CCA-
operated Idaho Correctional Center (ICC). 
 
The unsealed documents reveal that current and former CCA employees had submitted sworn 
affidavits confirming CCA’s earlier acknowledgement that officials at ICC had falsified staffing 
records. The affidavits further indicate the understaffing far surpassed the company’s admission 
that ICC falsified almost 4,800 staff hours reported to state prison officials. 
 
The district court had previously unsealed other documents related to the contempt motion on 
August 6, but the most recent unsealed records shed additional and unflattering light on CCA’s 
conduct relative to staffing discrepancies at ICC. 
 
The underlying class-action lawsuit, litigated by the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), 
alleged excessive levels of violence at ICC that were in large part due to understaffing. In fact,  
a study conducted by Idaho officials in 2008 found that ICC had “four times more prisoner-on-
prisoner assaults than Idaho’s other seven publicly-operated prisons combined.” 
 
The case settled in September 2011, with the settlement providing that the federal court would 
resolve alleged violations of the agreement. On June 11, 2013, the ACLU filed a motion for a 
show cause hearing, under seal, claiming that CCA had committed “significant and persistent” 
violations of the settlement by falsifying staffing records at ICC, and that the actual number of 
falsified hours may be as high as 20,000. 
 
The ACLU submitted affidavits from current CCA employees Susan Fry and Jaune Sonnier, and 
former CCA employee Annette Mullen. Fry stated that “ICC is chronically and severely under-
staffed,” and alleged that supervisors added “names to the staff roster ... to make it look like ICC 
is fully staff[ed] when, in fact, that isn’t true.” She also said, “Another method used by ICC to 
conceal understaffing is to hold a CO [correctional officer] for an extra four hours beyond his/her 
12-hour shift, so that the CO works 16 hours, the maximum allowed. The CO will then leave the 
post 4 hours into the next 12-hour shift. ICC will not assign anyone to work the remaining 8 hours 
of that shift, but ICC will still list that post as having been covered the entire 12 hours....” 



 
 
Mullen, who was employed at ICC from September 2008 through January 2013, stated, “ICC 
was understaffed on a daily basis and falsified the staff roster every day to cover this up. ICC 
suffered from chronic understaffing the entire time I worked at ICC.” She added, “There was a 
direct correlation between the number of staff on duty and the number of assaults by inmates,” 
and as a result of the inadequate staffing, CCA employees “were forced to barter with gang 
members” to maintain control at the facility. 
  
Sonnier confirmed systemic staffing deficiencies at ICC and said, “My safety and the security of 
all prisoners has been severely compromised by this understaffing.” 
  
The ACLU noted that “This is not the first time that CCA has been found to understaff one of its 
prisons,” observing that government agencies in at least five states – California, New Mexico, 
Kentucky, Colorado and Tennessee – had concluded CCA facilities were understaffed. 
  
At CCA’s annual shareholder meeting on May 16, 2013, Alex Friedmann, president of the 
Private Corrections Institute, which opposes prison privatization, asked CCA officials whether 
the company had “audited, investigated or otherwise examined staffing reporting practices at  
its other 60-plus facilities, to ensure that similar problems do not exist at those facilities.” CCA 
replied that no other staffing problems had been found, though Friedmann said the fraudulent 
staffing at ICC most likely represented “the tip of the iceberg.” 
  
In its response to the ACLU’s contempt motion, CCA claimed the settlement agreement was  
not a consent decree and thus not enforceable by the court, and that the company therefore could 
not be held in contempt. “Although CCA readily admits that there was a technical breach of the 
Settlement Agreement, the breach was not willful or intentional, and certainly not orchestrated 
by CCA,” the company’s attorneys wrote. CCA further said it would be pointless to investigate 
other possible violations of the settlement that had occurred “in the past.” 
  
The district court rejected CCA’s argument and granted the ACLU’s motion for discovery and 
motion for an order to show cause why CCA should not be held in contempt. “It is a mystery 
why CCA believes it does not have to fully account for past actions that violate the Settlement 
Agreement (and the Court’s Order incorporating that Agreement),” Judge Carter wrote. “CCA 
admits that employees falsified shift rosters, and states that their review of records ‘focused on 
staffing during the night shift...,’” not during any other shifts at ICC. 
 
The district court held a hearing on the ACLU’s motion to hold CCA in contempt on August 8, 
2013; the court has not yet issued a ruling. A criminal investigation by the Idaho State Police into 
the falsified staffing records at ICC remains pending. The case is Kelly v. Wengler, U.S.D.C. (D. 
Idaho), Case No. 1:11-cv-00185-EJL. CXW   a CXW  
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